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Q  Please share how you got into healthcare consulting?
A  After working for ten years in manufacturing, I was presented with the opportunity to join a consulting group that used to be a part of Johnson & Johnson. This team taught Lean and facilitated improvement projects in medical laboratories and hospitals. I wasn’t trying to get away from manufacturing; this just seemed like a great learning opportunity and a way to make a difference. After more than twelve years, here I am, still in healthcare!

Q  You have been on the Insight Tours before, please share about your unforgettable moments and remarkable learnings?
A  Yes, I participated in 2012 and 2014 and learned something new each time. In the first trip, my eyes were opened to the ways the Japanese national culture influences Toyota and Lean. Learning about the importance of harmony, seeing how what we might call “standardized work” or “kata” are followed so consistently when you buy something in a store, and the devotion to customer service that you see in hotels and restaurants remind me of core Lean principles.

At the same time, we had many discussions about KAIZEN™ not necessarily being the norm in Japanese companies – that everybody is not Toyota. Toyota has to work hard to create a culture that helps them be successful — a workplace culture that is successful around the world, by the way. I’ve heard people around the world say, “Lean would be easy if we were in Japan.” But, I’ve seen and heard from leaders in Japan who explain that it’s hard work to create a culture of Lean and KAIZEN™.

I’ve also enjoyed the food, the cultural experiences, and the immersion into a different country’s culture. And, each time, the Kaizen Institute staff have made Japan very easy to navigate so I can focus on learning. I’ve also enjoyed comparing notes and learning from the people who have traveled from many countries to participate. Our transit time and meals provide a great opportunity for discussions and sharing.

Q  What is your advice to conduct Lean activities successfully when staff members are new to such concepts?
I think it’s important to help staff solve problems that matter to them and their patients. Avoid the temptation to teach a series of Lean tools and then ask people to implement new tools. We should focus on making work easier for staff,
which makes their work more satisfying and allows them to focus more on the patients. I always try to emphasize that Lean and KAIZEN™ does not mean we are turning the hospital into a factory; we’re trying to help the hospital be the best hospital it can be.

Q  What is your advice for the organization which has been on the Lean journey for some time to do even better?
A  I’m still surprised to see how many hospitals explain something to the effect of, “We’ve been implementing Lean for five years and now we’re going to focus on KAIZEN™.” I believe strongly that it’s not really Lean without KAIZEN™. I also encourage people to use the phrase “practicing Lean” instead of “implementing Lean,” because the word implement implies that you’ll be finished at some point. The word practicing implies learning, trying new things, reflecting, and adjusting.

I found it interesting that some Japanese hospitals have been traveling to the U.S. to see examples of Lean in healthcare – after those American hospitals first came to Japan. It’s interesting to see how hospitals in both countries sometimes hesitate to learn from other industries. But I’m glad that the Kaizen Institute tours allow us to visit and learn from Toyota and companies in other industries, in addition to visit hospitals. There’s something to learn from everyone; it’s our job to translate or adapt our learning and inspiration back to our own workplace.

Q  What kind of expectations should I have when I visit Japan?
A  Come with an open mind and try to avoid pre-conceived notions, including what I’ve shared in this interview. Look, listen, learn and draw your own conclusions. You should expect to have some of your thinking challenged. You should also expect to have fun, to enjoy new food and new experiences, and to smile a lot. Lean and healthcare are very serious, but this visit combines studious learning and reflection with a fun spirit – which is the same impression I have of Japan… simultaneously serious and fun… crowded, yet orderly… busy, yet peaceful. I can’t wait to experience it again and for you to join us.
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